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Nash Hashers
On On Blowfly

A lot has happened since we moved Adelaide Nash Hash to Friday the 25th to Sunday the 27th of
March, 2022. Full COVID vaccination rates have reached over 80% of all Aussies over 16. NSW, the
ACT and Victoria seem to be over the worst of their recent outbreaks and are out of lockdown. SA, WA
and Qld have released their plans for opening up after certain vaccination milestones are reached. NSW
and the ACT have already hit the milestone of 90% of the over 16s fully vaxxed.
South Australia’s COVID-Ready Plan (see www.covid-19.sa.gov.au/response) shows that many
restrictions will be eased after 90% of the over 12s are fully vaxxed. At current rates this is likely to
happen in January. Note that under the SA Plan both domestic and international Nash Hashers will need
to be fully vaccinated to be able to enter SA without 14 days quarantine. We strongly encourage Nash
Hashers to get fully vaccinated asap, and to also consider getting boosters once you qualify. That will
help keep us all safe.
Some restrictions like QR code check-ins are still likely to be in place for Nash Hash. At this stage it
looks like Nash Hash will be able to go ahead as planned – but a lot depends on what happens as states
open their borders and COVID cases rise again.
We currently have 835 fully paid hashers who intend coming to Nash Hash. The new refund policy is
working – we’ve given immediate refunds to those who requested them, and have another dozen or so
who are happy to get refunds after the event. There are some regos for sale, and we are still accepting
new regos. The full rego price has been reduced to $410.
Before we postponed again, we offered full refunds to most overseas hashers who registered as it
looked unlikely they would be able to enter Australia in November. It now looks like they will be able to
fly in for March if they are fully vaccinated etc. Let us know at rego@adelaidenashhash.com if you would
still like to come and we’ll see what we can do.
The Hash Pub for early registrations and goody bag pickups will be The Cumby (aka The Cumberland
Arms) at 205 Waymouth Street in the Adelaide CBD. It has a beer garden (rare in the city) and we have
negotiated cheaper drink options for Nash Hashers (show them your wrist band).
Our Public Liability insurers refused to cover the Saturday bike hash riders. We still hope to offer this
option but it will have to be at your own risk – you’ll need to sign a waiver form. Nash Hash will provide
packed lunches and post-ride drinks to participants (currently 14). We’ll provide more details later.
Now’s the time to start thinking about Hash Acts, which will be on stage on Saturday night. We currently
have one confirmed act and a few in the planning stage. Let us know at info@adelaidenashhash.com as
soon as your act is a goer.
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If you have any general questions please send them to info@adelaidenashhash.com. See you all in
Adelaide next year!
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